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Beleaguered Argentina placing 
faith in IMF meeting tomorrow

BUENOS AIRES: Argentina’s Economy Minister Nicolas
Dujovne heads to Washington today to thrash out a hastily
revised loan deal with the International Monetary Fund to
help revive South America’s second-largest economy.
Dujovne will need to outline a convincing austerity pro-
gram to restore investor confidence that has plummeted
along with the nation’s currency, analysts say.

The minister said at the weekend his mission was to
“continue to progress” talks with the IMF “on additional
disbursements in 2019.”

The talks scheduled for tomorrow follow a surprise
announcement by President Mauricio Macri last week that
Argentina would seek faster disbursement of its $50 bil-
lion credit line with the IMF. 

That set off alarm bells among investors, concerned
Argentina will default on government borrowing, and trig-
gered a run on the peso, which plunged 20 percent in two
days before recovering slightly by Friday’s close.

The currency has lost half its value against the dollar
since January.

A first $15 billion tranche of the loan has largely gone to
propping up the peso in recent months.

Argentina’s Central Bank hiked its baseline interest rate
to 60 percent last week in a further bid to stabilize the
currency.

Low investor confidence 
Ratings agency S&P said Macri’s government must now

show clear steps to improve low investor confidence.
“Exchange rate volatility, as shown by recent pressure on
the Argentine currency, could jeopardize the effective
implementation of economic adjustment measures, absent
further steps to boost investor confidence,” it said in a
statement on Friday. S&P sees hope in Macri’s austerity

measures however, which has seen his government slash
energy subsidies and shed 95,000 public service jobs
since January. It suggested that IMF help, coupled with
continued austerity measures, could help gradually reduce
inflation, which despite being a government priority, is still
running at more than 20 percent.

The IMF said its goal was to “rapidly conclude these
talks and submit the revised economic plan to the
Executive Board.”

‘Strong commitment’
Spokesman Gerry Rice said the Washington-based

lender was “confident that the strong commitment and
determination of the Argentine authorities will help the
country overcome the current difficulties.”

However, analysts at Capital Economics warned in a
report that “investor confidence is fragile,” adding that
failure to deliver a convincing austerity plan on Monday
would trigger further turmoil.

The market’s response exposed the magnitude of the
crisis of confidence in the Argentine government and its
ability to pay off borrowing. Dujovne is expected to
provide details of the new proposals on Monday before
heading to Washington for tomorrow’s meeting with
IMF officials. 

Macri will be hoping to ride out a domestic storm from
a public sector incensed at his austerity drive to maintain
Argentina’s access to capital markets, which it was exclud-
ed from for over a decade.

However, Argentines point to increasing food, transport
and energy prices, saying they are paying an unacceptable
price under Macri’s austerity program. 

A recent poll by the Center for the Study of Work and
Development showed that one in two employed people

fear losing their job. Argentina has a bitter history with the
IMF, which it last called on in 2001. Many Argentines view

the tough conditions imposed by the crisis lender then as
having made the crisis all the harder to bear. — AFP 

Al-Tijari announces 
winners of Al-Najma 
new prize program
KUWAIT: Commercial Bank of Kuwait announced
the winners of the weekly and monthly draws as fol-
lows :

Monthly draw prize- KD 20,000 - Fadel Reda
Mohammed Ali

Weekly draw prize -KD 5000 - Shruti Sarin
The draw was conducted in the presence of the

Ministry of Commerce and Industry representative
Abdulaziz Ashkanani.  Al-Najma Account was recent-
ly revamped by adding several benefits to the prize
program through which now the account provides its
customers the chance to win the biggest annual cash
prize offered by a bank in Kuwait and over the globe
as much as KD 1 million and half (KD 1,500,000) so
that customers’ dreams can easily turn to reality.      

The bank stated that the account prizes this year
are featured by the highest cash prize and diversity of
prizes throughout the year clarifying that Al-Najma
Account will offer a weekly prize of KD 5,000 and
monthly prize of KD 20,000 and a semi-annual prize
of KD 500,000 for which the draw will be held on 1st
July 2018, in addition to the grand prize (the biggest
prize in the world) of KD 1,500,000 for which the
draw will be held in January 2019. Al-Najma Account
can be opened by depositing KD 100, and customer
should maintain a minimum amount of KD 500 to be
eligible to enter all draws on Al-Najma Account
prizes. As for the chances of winning, the more bal-
ance a customer maintains in Al Najma Account, the
more chances the account holder will get to win,
where each KD 25 will give the customer one chance
to win, the account also offers additional benefits like
the ATM card, a credit card against customer’s
account and all CBK banking services that customer
can enjoy.    

Now CBK existing customers can open Al-Najma
Account through Al-Tijari online and enter all draws
without visiting the Bank branch. However, CBK non-
customers can submit account opening application
via the Bank’s website where the Bank’ sales unit will
call them to arrange visit to the customers to com-
plete the account opening formalities. 

Economy minister off to Washington to thrash out revised loan deal

Iraq oil exports 
hit 2018 peak 
in August
BAGHDAD: Iraq’s oil exports for August
hit their highest monthly figure this year,
the oil ministry said Saturday, with near-
ly 112 million barrels of crude bringing
$7.7 billion to the war-torn country’s ail-
ing economy. “In August, exports of
crude reached 111.6 million barrels and
revenues were $7.7 billion,” on an aver-

age price of $69.59 per barrel, it said in
a statement.

In August last  year Iraq earned $4.6
billion from the sale of 99.7 million bar-
rels of crude oil. Iraq’s sole source of
foreign currency, oil revenues have
pumped more than $60 billion into state
coffers since January. Baghdad’s econo-
my has been hit hard by the war against
the Islamic State jihadist group which
had seized a third of Iraq’s territory in
2014 before being ousted in a vast gov-
ernment offensive last year. Iraq suffers
from persistent corruption and many
Iraqis complain that the country’s oil
wealth is unfairly distributed. — AFP

BUENOS AIRES: Currency exchange values are displayed in the buy-sell board of a bureau de exchange in Buenos
Aires on Friday. — AFP

Huawei launches 
Kirin 980, world’s first
commercial 7nm SoC
KUWAIT: In his IFA 2018 keynote titled “The Ultimate
Power of Mobile AI”, Huawei Consumer Business Group
CEO Richard Yu introduced the Kirin 980, the system on a
chip (SoC) that will bring about the next evolution of
mobile AI. As the world’s first commercial SoC manufac-
tured with Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturer
Company’s (TSMC) 7nm process, Kirin 980 combines
best-in-class performance, efficiency, connectivity fea-
tures, and Dual NPU AI processing power.

“Last year, we showed the world the potential of On-
Device AI with the Kirin 970, and this year, we’ve
designed an all-round powerhouse that not only features
outstanding AI capabilities, but also brings cutting-edge
raw performance to consumers,” said Yu. “Equipped with
all-new CPU, GPU and Dual NPU, the Kirin 980 is the
ultimate engine to power next-generation productivity and
entertainment applications.”

Absolute superiority
The cutting edge TSMC 7nm process technology

enables Kirin 980 to pack 6.9 billion transistors within a
1 sq cm die size, 1.6 times of the previous generation.
Compared to the 10nm process, the 7nm process deliv-
ers 20 per cent improved SoC performance and 40 per
cent improved SoC power efficiency. 

The Kirin 980 is also the first SoC to embed Cortex-
A76 based cores, which are 75 per cent more powerful
and 58 per cent more efficient compared to their previous
generation The Kirin CPU subsystem uses an intelligent
Flex-scheduling mechanism that creates a 3-level energy
efficiency architecture consisting of two super-big cores
based on Cortex-A76, two big cores based on Cortex-A76,
and four little cores Cortex-A55. Compared with the tradi-
tional big.LITTLE design, this solution designates the large
high-performance cores to handle immediate, intensive
workloads; the large, high-efficiency cores to provide sus-
tained performance; and ultra-efficiency cores to tackle
everyday, light activities with extreme power efficiency.
Running at higher clock speeds compared to the prior gen-
eration, Kirin 980 enables quicker app launch times, better
multi-tasking and a generally smoother user experience.

As graphics in mobile games have become more and
more sophisticated in recent years, Huawei has integrated
the Mali-G76 GPU into the Kirin 980 to deliver unparal-
leled gaming experiences. Debuting with the Kirin 980,

Mali-G76 offers 46 per cent greater graphics processing
power at 178 per cent improved power efficiency over the
previous generation. Mali-G76 also features an innovative
clock boosting technology that utilizes AI to intelligently
identify gaming workloads and adjust resource allocation
for optimal gaming performance. 

Industry’s First “Dual-Brain” Power
The latest Kirin SoC represents a new era of On-

Device AI. The Dual NPU Kirin 980 elevates the On-
Device AI experience with greater processing power and
intelligence. The synergy between the Dual NPU results
in an image recognition capability that is greater than the
sum of two-the Kirin 980 can recognize up to 4,500
images per minute, up 120 per cent compared to Kirin
970, further demonstrating Huawei’s industry leadership
in the On-Device AI space. Additionally, Kirin 980 sup-
ports common AI frameworks such as Caffee, Tensorflow
and Tensorflow Lite, and provides a suite of tools that
simplifies the difficulty of engineering On-Device AI,
allowing developers to easily tap into the leading pro-
cessing power of the Dual NPU.

Full-featured ISP
In pursuit of the best smartphone photography experi-

ence, Huawei integrated its proprietary fourth-generation
ISP into the SoC. In addition to a 46 per cent increase in
data throughput compared to its predecessor, the new ISP
also provides better support for multi-camera configura-
tions, as well as an all-new HDR color reproduction tech-
nology that can manipulate picture contrast to highlight
objects on various parts of an image. In addition, Kirin 980
utilizes the Multi-pass noise reduction solution that accu-
rately removes artifacts without scrubbing away image
details, resulting in better quality on images taken in low-
light scenarios. Another new feature of the ISP is improved
motion tracking. 

When a user attempts to snap a photo of a moving per-
son, the ISP can still recognize the subject with 97.4 per
cent accuracy, so any user can capture fleeting moments
with ease. The rise of video-centric social media platforms

brought together with it a surge of demand for video cap-
ture features. Kirin 980 adopts a new pipeline dedicated
to processing video captures, allowing the camera module
to shoot videos with 33 per cent shorter delay. 

World-class connectivity
To deliver the best connectivity to users of Kirin 980-

powered devices, Huawei integrated the world’s first
modem supporting LTE Cat.21 with a peak download
speed of 1.4Gbps. Additionally, the Kirin 980 supports
carrier aggregation, even across frequency bands, so users
are free to choose their mobile operators and still enjoy
the same premium connectivity experience, regardless of
where they are.

Inspired by nature
At IFA 2018, Huawei also announced the launch of two

new gradient variants for the HUAWEI P20 Series:
Morpho Aurora and Pearl White, expanding its range of
gradient colors to four. When creating these two unique
hues, Huawei once again turned to nature for inspiration.
The Morpho Aurora was inspired by the Morpho butterfly,
while the Pearl White exudes the same elegance as the iri-
descent mother-of-pearl.  The next-generation AI experi-
ence is around the corner. Stay tuned for the launch of the
first Kirin 980-powered Mate Series device, which is
scheduled to arrive in October.

KUWAIT: Under the
supervision of  the
Ministry of  Commerce,
Al-Ahli Bank of Kuwait
(ABK) held i ts  second
draw for its summer pro-
motion titled “6 Million
Skywards Miles, 120 win-
ners”, in partnership with
Emirates Skywards. The
draw was held at the ABK
head office and 40 lucky
customers won 50,000
Skywards Miles each. 

The Skywards Miles will
be credited to the cus-
tomer’s Emirates Skywards
membership account (EK
number).  The Miles can be
redeemed for reward flights
and upgrades on Emirates,
as well as luxury hotel
stays, fun-filled family days
out with Emirates
Skywards’ wide range of
partners, or even tickets to
a wide range of sporting
and cultural events across
the globe 

Burgan Bank 
announces winners 
of Yawmi draw
KUWAIT: Burgan Bank, the second largest in terms of
assets, announced yesterday the names of the daily draw
winners of its Yawmi account draw, each taking home a
cash-prize of KD 5,000.

The lucky winners are: 
1. Abdulrazzaq Mohamed Abdulrazzaq Albuti
2. Mohammad Abdullah Ahmed Alsharqawi
3. Amnah Eissa Radhwan Alradhwan
4. Hagop Khatchadour Astor
5. Huda Fahad Saud Almudhaf
In addition to the daily draw, Burgan Bank also offers a

quarterly draw with more chances to win higher rewards,
offering the chance to one lucky customer to win KD
125,000 every three months. The Yawmi Account offers
daily and quarterly draws, wherein the quarterly draw
requires customers to maintain a minimum amount of KD
500 in their account for two months prior to the draw
date. Additionally, every KD 10 in the account will entitle
customers to one chance of winning.  If the account bal-
ance is KD 500 and above, the account holder will be
qualified for both the quarterly and daily draws.  

Burgan Bank encourages everyone to open a Yawmi
account and/or increase their deposit to maximize their
chances of becoming a winner. The higher the level of the
deposit, the higher the likelihood to win.  

ABK announces second summer 
promotion winners

‘Free jewelry 
maintenance’ by 
Malabar Gold 
& Diamonds 
KUWAIT: Malabar Gold & Diamonds, the leading jew-
elry retailer globally with a strong retail network of over
225 retail outlets spread across nine countries unfurled
the details of its exclusive and unique campaign - ‘Free
Jewelry Maintenance’ giving the customers a golden
opportunity to restore & repair jewelry possessions for
free.  The jewelry chain will do free maintenance even if
the jewelry is bought from other jewelers as well. This
campaign will run from 29 August to 22 Sept.

To add more glitter to this season, they have also
unveiled the latest collection of jewelry in gold, dia-
monds and precious gems to suit the tastes of their
multicultural and multinational customers. Malabar Gold
& Diamonds has incorporated these designs as a part of
various brands presented at Malabar Gold & Diamonds’
namely Ethnix - Handcrafted Designer Jewelry, Era -
Uncut Diamond Jewelry, Mine - Diamonds Unlimited,
Divine- Indian Heritage Jewelry, Precia - Gem Jewelry
and Starlet - Kids jewelry. All the stores in GCC and Far
East also feature masterpieces from India, Pakistan,
Bahrain, Turkey, Italy and Singapore with unique
exchange offers and buyback policies. The jewelry chain
also offers lifetime free repair and maintenance service
for all their products.  


